
Confirmation detached from admission to Holy Communion  

Explanatory note: this short paper was produced by Archdeacon John Holdsworth and Ainsley 

Griffiths to support the Church in Wales’ Standing Doctrinal Commission as it began its work of 

exploring whether there were theological or pastoral reasons for withholding Holy Communion to 

baptised, but unconfirmed, Christians. By its very nature it is more academic in nature than most 

Pobl Dewi articles. However, Ainsley would be happy to provide clarification of any points that are 

unclear: ainsley.griffiths@uwtsd.ac.uk.  

 

This paper seeks to highlight some of the issues pertaining to confirmation within a church which 

celebrates both infant baptism and the welcoming of children as communicant members prior to 

confirmation. 

A key notion is that of inclusion. Baptism both signifies and effects our inclusion in at least three 

dimensions: 

• (individually) within the ambit of Christ’s love, as we receive mercy, not condemnation – an 

undeserved gift flowing from the superabundant compassion of God; 

• (corporately) within the community of faith brought into being solely through the grace of 

God, participating in the saving power of Christ’s death and resurrection (Rom 6:3-11) and 

sharing in the unmerited gift of the Holy Spirit; 

• (theologically) within the life of the triune God, a participation which is mirrored falteringly 

within the loving relationality of the ecclesial community and perfected eschatologically, the 

teleological completion of creation’s hitherto ceaseless coming-to-be.  

 

Baptism – viewed objectively – is complete initiation / inclusion that cannot be repeated or revoked. 

Subjectively, however, baptised believers need to grow in their awareness of that gift which in many 

cases would have been consciously accepted in a representative way by parents and godparents. 

Ongoing catechesis is therefore essential, particularly at times when a child or young person chooses 

to make a decision for Christ – such as admission to Holy Communion and the sacramental act of 

Confirmation.  

The Christian life might be helpfully seen as a journey framed by a beginning shaped by sacramental 

participation in Christ’s death and resurrection in baptism and an ending involving an actual, physical 

sharing in death and resurrection which is complete only within the life of Father, Son and Holy 

Spirit. Between these poles, there are many nodal points, some explicitly sacramental in a formal 

sense
1
 – such as admission to Holy Communion, confirmation, marriage, possibly ordination – others 

bearing a sacramental quality of potentially transformative significance – such as entering the world 

of work, becoming a parent, being commissioned for a particular ministry or task, retiring, preparing 

to die.  

We wish to suggest that, separated from admission to Holy Communion, confirmation could happen 

around the age of 18 and mark a passage from childhood to adulthood, from dependence to 

responsibility, towards taking a particular Spirit-inspired rôle within the Body of Christ. Hitherto, 

these baptised, unconfirmed Christians will, hopefully, have been accompanied – by parents, 

                                                           
1
 Although Anglicans have generally chosen to restrict the label ‘sacrament’ to the dominically-prescribed, the 

other five rites deemed to be full sacraments by the Roman Catholics and Orthodox nevertheless possess an 

inherent sacramentality which generous Anglicanism recognises and celebrates.  



godparents and others from the community of faith – who are, literally, com-pan-ions in the 

breaking of the eucharistic bread. Confirmation is a positive response to the journey thus far, a 

considered, adult affirmation that remaining on the journey is good and life-giving. It is about 

wanting to become a pilgrim, aiming towards a destination hidden in God, he who alone makes 

sense of the journey (cf. Luke 24:13-35).  

Our whole created being is divine gift – from birth to death and beyond – an undeserved, wholly 

gratuitous, act of God. This free gift is not meant simply to saturate and satiate the believer, 

however. It is meant to be transmitted to others in a life of sacrificial giving, responsive to the always 

prior giving of God (cf. Phil 2:5-11, noting the admonition given in verse 5). We are given gifts in 

order to become a gift – see, e.g., 1 Cor 12, Eph 4. On reaching adulthood, individuals often face 

significant life-choices that shape the course of what is to come. Clearly, these decisions may be 

God-glorifying or self-promoting, ‘redeemed’ or ‘unredeemed’. Hence confirmation offers an 

opportunity to assess life’s future potentiality in the light of Christ’s command and example. In the 

light of the gospel, we might discover that  

ambition becomes vocation 

work becomes service 

greed becomes generosity 

individualism becomes community 

what I hope to receive becomes what I hope to give  

dreams of self-fulfilment become a desire to be an agent for the fulfilment 

of creation 

 

Confirmation thus embraces notions of maturity, gift/grace, journey, vocation and mission. It might 

well be celebrated on the Feast of the Baptism of Christ, early in the new calendar year with its 

common associations of new beginnings and resolutions. Theologically, it would relate to Christ’s 

own anointing, affirmation and commissioning in the waters of Jordan, with the underlying theme of 

(personal-corporate) covenant prominent. This covenant emphasis is seen particularly in the servant 

songs and election themes of the prophet Isaiah – echoed in the gospels – often appointed within 

the lectionary provision for the feast. Moreover, Methodists always have their annual Covenant 

Service on the first Sunday of the new year and this common ground could offer ecumenical 

possibilities. It would also afford an opportunity for all members of the whole Christian community 

to reaffirm their baptismal vows – possibly with the visual, tangible, sacramental blessing of water 

and signing with the cross. All Christians would thereby confirm their desire to keep walking the 

Christian path and, within that body, the confirmees would be making a particular decision which 

would be sealed by laying on of hands and anointing with the oil of Chrism. Confirmation – of an 

individual, once-for-all – would thus be set within an annual, corporate affirmation of vocation and 

mission. This should not diminish the significance of confirmation but set it within a dynamic, 

relational process where individuals and the community of which they are members expect to be 

progressively transformed by the Holy Spirit, a transformation which is completed eschatologically. 

Like the eucharistic bread, they are meant to be taken, blessed, broken and shared for the life of the 

world and to the glory of God.  
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